
A Job Moment for Me About Creation 3-3-24@ 4: 38 AM 

“Get up daughter, I will require thee.” “I'm here Daddy God, I'm here.” 

 

When I created this world and all that is within it, where were you?  

When I cast out the stars and flung them into place calling each one by name as I did, where 

were you?  

 

You are not even created yet. You were still just a thought. A thought I loved already and knew I 

would create to be part of this world, but greater still part of its end time days. I have shown you 

how I created this world. Now what will you do with this information? 

 

Will you sit on it? A phrase your world says when they have information, they keep to 

themselves. You cannot allow fear to come into your thoughts that if you share the truth of what I 

have shown you about creation and the true shape of the world, then many people who believe 

you are hearing from Me, which you are, will stop believing. 

 

But your concern in this part is that they will reject every single thing that I or Heaven has 

spoken to you and shared. You are weighing the cost which is good. There are souls involved and 

you are concerned for these souls. Your heart loves all people, this is good too. 

 

But these things were not meant for you to share with one or two people but many. I have 

revealed to you the truth that few dare to speak of because of the laughter and scorn that follows. 

This is because of the mind condition that has occurred from your world’s governments and 

rulers to its people which first began as the power of suggestion your world calls it. I call it the 

power of introducing lies and deception into the minds. And minds controlled by satan's demonic 

strongholds are easily swayed. 

 

Father God, I will do this that You require, You ask of me and whether this ministry stands or 

falls it's in Your great hands. I don't know how to do it, so please lead me. Many people will 

disregard my words who never try the spirits to see if it's You or not speaking to me. 

 

I know this little one and again I see the concern within your heart is not for you but those who 

might choose to walk away from each warning or lesson they have listened and learned from to 

help them against the enemy. 

 

But little daughter, those who are Mine, are still Mine. My sheep are firm in their resolve in Me 

and in My son Jesus the Christ whose roots are deep, deep in Us. This will not shake them off 

My path before them. 

 

Daddy God, I will do all that you tell me with your help. Sink or swim, I will do it. It's not about 

me, it's never been about me. But I need your help, I can't do it alone. Your Word says in 

Philippians 4:13 I can do all things in Christ Jesus who strengthens me. 

 



My Son shall be your support, He shall be your guide. He shall provide you little daughter with 

the means to get all done that is needed. I shall show you how it's possible for darkness to cover 

your whole world at one time as it shall do suddenly with the sun quickly fading at one time over 

your earth as the moon fades her light as well. You will see and know how this is all possible 

with the world, the earth as I have really created it. 

 

“How do I need to proceed Daddy God?” “You are to prepare for the videos of the dreams about 

creation how your world is built for release. This includes your drawings and verses to verify and 

show what you have seen. 

 

Never forget this is not a small area inside the firmament to you but massive. But it's not as big 

as your enemy wants your world to think. The great deception……... New planets and moons 

being discovered which actually are new as the fallen ones and nephilim children continue to 

create to deceive mankind. When they're fallen angels and demon fake aliens descend on your 

world professing to be your gods and creator, what better proof than showing how they create 

planets and moons. 

 

The Black, Magnetic Rock Dream 2-11-24 @ 2:42 am; 5:38 am & 7:41am 

 

Dear Heavenly Father, I dreamed last night of a huge, shiny black rock mountain except it was 

more like a rock column. I dreamed it 3 times. First at 2:42 am, then second at 5:38am. And now 

again I’m journaling at 7:41am. This is established according to 2 Corinthians 13:1. Sweet Holy 

Spirit help me to write this down please according to John 14:26. “I will daughter of Zion.” 

 

I see a smooth-like top that’s round on this black, tall mountain. It is sitting amidst swirling 

waters. As I was watching it, I began to see, larger than normal, what would be called giant size, 

paper clips and thumb tacks that came flying in the air. They began sticking to this tall black 

pillar mountain. I perceived it has magnetic abilities. 

 

“How strange,” I muse at this strange sight before me. I wouldn’t really call it a mountain when 

compared to others and how they’re formed. Most mountains are a lot wider at the bottom of its 

base and then narrow into some form of peak at the top. This one seems by visual to only widen 

a little in its base. I would call it a single column, tall black mountain rock because of its height 

and build. 

 

I know I am to observe all that is being shown to me. I keep watching yet nothing else happens. 

Then I felt I needed to speak out loud what I am understanding, so, I say out loud. “It's a huge 

black column rock mountain that is magnetic because it drew the paper clips and thumbtacks 

also called push pins to it. They're still clinging to it although there is nothing visibly seen 

holding these items to the black rock. God, you have made the invisible possible to be seen. The 

magnetic pull by letting me see how the metal paper clips and pins were pulled to it and 

remained by the invisible magnetic power in the rock.” 

 



Suddenly, a flashing light appeared, and I heard from somewhere the clapping of hands as if 

people were applauding. Then it suddenly stopped. “Does that mean I am right?” I asked out 

loud in this dream. Instantly light began flashing again all around me and the applause burst forth 

in my ears, then it stopped again. 

 

“Okay, what now?” I asked. All of a sudden, all the paper clips and thumbtacks fell below as if 

they were no longer magnetically held to the tall black rock column before me. I looked down to 

see where the paper clips and thumbtacks fell and to my surprise they had fallen into churning 

waters below. 

 

“Huh,” I said out loud, “This column rises up from the earth through massive swirling water. 

Then I remembered the fallen push pins and paper clips now seemingly lost in the swirling gray-

blue waters below. “Does that mean the rock has lost its magnetic ability?” I asked. There came 

no flashing light or applause of clapping hands.  

 

“So, it's still magnetic,” I said out loud. “Does this mean the paper clips and thumbtacks were 

dropped because I have more to see and not because it's no longer magnetic?” I asked out loud. 

Immediately the flashing light appeared, and I heard the familiar sound of the applauding hands. 

Then quickly as it had come the flashing light and applauding hands stopped.  

 

I continued to watch the giant tall black rock that has a shiny sheen to its outward appearance as 

I waited patiently to see what, if anything I'm to see next. Suddenly, I saw a white string like 

what's used inside of a chalk line device. It's called twine. “Thank you, sweet Holy Spirit, my 

friend for bringing the name of the small rope to my memory.” “You are welcome daughter of 

Zion and of Faith.” 

 

This narrow twine-like rope is pulled taunt and is coming out of the center of the top of the 

massive black, magnetic column rock. It goes straight upward into the atmosphere to the 

Heavens above. “Where does it go? Where does it lead to?” I asked in wonderment. Immediately 

the light of day turns into night right before my eyes. 

 

I looked up into the night sky covered with so many stars twinkling and sparkling in the sky. I 

love to look at the stars and I know Father God in Heaven, the Creator of all made each one and 

calls them by name. He holds them all in their place until He says otherwise. 

 

As I looked into the night sky my attention was drawn to the glowing North star. “Where does 

the twine reach to? I can no longer see where it ends because the light of day has turned into 

night.” I said out loud. All of a sudden, there appeared a great light shining upon this standing 

magnetic black column-type rock. 

 

“Luke 8: 17 and Ecclesiastes 12:14,” I thought to myself. Then the light begins traveling up the 

taunt white twine that reaches up into the night sky into the heavens beyond. The twine appeared 



to be pulled very tightly and to my surprise it's tied to the beautiful north star. “What!” I 

exclaimed, “why? For what reason?” But no answer came. 

 

I pondered about the string of twine being connected to the black rock and the north star. “Holy 

Ghost,” I said then I begin to pray and ask Jesus Christ my love in His Name for understanding 

of the sight before me. Then I understood they're both connected together and I said this out 

loud. The applause and flashing lights came again then stopped. 

 

“But why and how there is no visible twine to my knowledge that can be seen that connects to 

the north star? Wait!” I said out loud, “I don't even know where I'm at. Am I still on the earth? I 

asked you out loud again. The light began flashing and the applaud of clapping hands I heard 

once again. 

 

“Show me how they are connected please?” I asked once again speaking out loud, “Because the 

twine connecting to the North star in Heaven in the sky to this giant tall shiny, magnetic rock has 

to be invisible.” Instantly I began seeing more paper clips flying in the air from every direction 

and they land upon the twine rope attaching the north star to the black, shiny column type rock 

mountain before me. 

 

“They're connected magnetically!” I exclaimed as understanding came. “And it's a strong firm 

pull or hold because the twine rope is very taunt. It's like the magnetic force from within this 

magnetic mountain column rock I am seeing before me is in fact holding the North star in its 

position. That's why it can always be found in the basic same location night after night. That's 

why you can always get a bearing of where you're at from the sky by locating the North star. It's 

centered above the earth,” I exclaimed. 

 

The light began flashing and the applause erupted all around me. Then as quickly as it came, they 

ended. I mused to myself, “So, if it's magnetic then the twine represents the strong, steady pull of 

the magnetic mountain’s force upon the North star. If this black column type rock’s magnetic pull 

before me is this strong then why doesn't it pull everything on the earth to it? And if it's 

connected to the northern star then it must be at the North Pole because the twine isn't slanted at 

an angle but going straight up and down.” 

 

“I pray Luke 8: 17 in Jesus Christ Name and ask for His truth to be revealed because He was 

present and aided Father God in creation according to my understanding from the Holy Bible in 

Genesis 1 in John 1.” Immediately and suddenly the paper clips dropped to the swirling waters 

below and the twine rope connecting the black column type mountain rock to the North star 

vanished. Night turned back into day, and I watched as before me become visible to my natural 

eyes a clear casing that is dome shaped at the top and covers the whole black massive magnetic 

rock like the shape of an upside-down test tube of sorts. 

 

It has a faint white glow to it that I recognize on other types of Heavenly barriers I have seen 

before. These are spiritually seen, the faint glows. “It's a clear barrier!” I exclaimed. “And if it's 



like the Angel barriers that Father God in Heaven, the Creator all has shown and spoken to me 

about then they have the ability to filter things. Such as an “Angel Barrier” can shield and filter 

the effects of a nuclear weapon on an area or person He has chosen to protect.” 

 

“Does this filter some of the magnetic force from pulling airplanes and other metal objects from 

it allowing somehow the magnetic pull to be felt when needed but filtering the strength of the 

pull on certain items? Is it similar somehow in what I have said?” The light begins flashing and 

the applause came then once again stopped after a few moments. 

 

“Am I fully, correct?” I asked. No flashing lights or applauses came so I said out loud, “I will 

need to pray and ask more about this from Father God in Jesus Christ my love for these 

answers.” The light began flashing and the applause came once again. 

 

“Is this tube shape dome covering this tall black, magnetic column of shiny black rock thinner at 

the rounded top to allow a stronger magnetic pull to be released that's held upon the North star? 

Is this correct?” No light or applause came. I felt in my heart I needed to re-word what I had just 

asked. “Holy Spirit, my sweet friend please help me to know how and what to ask I ask you in 

Jesus Christ's Name. Then I begin speaking again. 

 

“The clear dome-like tube now made visible to me, does it allow more of the black rock’s 

magnetic pull and hold to be released through its rounded top so the rock remains its fixed hold 

upon the Northern star?” The light began flashing and the applause erupted once again all around 

me, then suddenly it stopped. Finally, I heard someone speak to me and it came from the heavens 

directly above me, yet the gentle voice seemed to feel all that exists. 

 

Little daughter, I am the Creator of all things good and even of the bad because all created things 

originate from My hands of what I first created. In your quest for My truth, I have brought you 

here. You have prayed for many months of your time now to not be deceived by the enemy, by 

your government, while the world's lies in deception of the enemy's hands. 

 

 What you have seen so now has been hidden away from the top side of the earth’s inhabitants 

and deception’s veil has been layered veil upon veil as My church went to sleep. Where there's 

no power in Me found in My people through slothfulness and compromise, deception easily is 

slipped in. I created the earth, not man, not lucifer or his kingdom. He has tried to replicate much 

of My creation in duplications so he can set himself up as a god of your world to be worshipped. 

 

What you have been shown is the magnetic force, the rock that holds the earth in its uniformity. 

It exists! Just as I have shown you what I see from My view of the earth, I created for you the 

inhabitants of the earth. I speak and it's created, I command and the invisible becomes visible. I 

use both. 

 



This is why your eyes can see the magnificent black column before you that runs down into the 

deep recesses of the earth's inner being. Yet the magnetic pull you cannot. I use both the invisible 

as well as the visible to create your world. I see them both. 

 

“You see the invisible things, Father God?”  Yes, I do little one, the same as the visible. I have 

shown you by vision how My earth really looks and how I formed it from the deep creating the 

firmament, the land, dividing the waters. I created Heaven and the earth and all therein but in the 

beginning the earth was empty. Like a blank canvas, it was void of life. 

 

I spoke and created the night and day, then soon followed the sun, the moon, and stars. All by 

My command as I have shown you. I have shown you the underbelly, the underworld called 

Sheol and hell where it abides beneath. Yet is still attached with the earth where it can be 

accessed by protected stairways and inside the earth if one doesn't use a portal type device inside 

of caverns inside the earth. I have shown you many things little daughter because you have come 

earnestly seeking My truth in My Son's Name Jesus Christ. Even now I hear you within yourself 

once again trying the spirits, discerning My voice as My Holy Word has told you to do and this is 

a very good thing. 

 

You are right Father God; I did try the spirits once again while writing this dream out after 

binding in Jesus Christ’s Name all forms of deception both physical and spiritual or combined in 

all existence known to God in Heaven because You exist in all things are everywhere. And as 

fantastic as this dream is and sounds each time it has discerned and been tested as a true dream 

from you Father God in Heaven in Jesus Christ's name according to Your Holy Word, the Word 

of God. 

 

Little daughter it is so. Always, always try and test the spirits. You now see for yourself the 

depths of deception upon your world and its inhabitants. “I do Father God I do.” 

 

Then I woke suddenly all three times at the point in this dream and again I began praying about 

all I had dreamed, understanding more clearly of the little flash visions of a flat top large column 

shaped black rock I have been seen for many days now. “Jesus Christ in your Name I pray and 

ask open my eyes wide or spiritually and physically to your truth of all things and John 14: 14 

says if I ask anything in your name you will do it and with the clear understanding of all I'm 

seeing. “Granted daughter of Mine, granted.” 

 

I understand and also have seen there is now ice and snow around the black magnetic rock that 

stands so tall and proud in the center of our world, the earth. 

 

Verses 

Hebrews 11:3; Jeremiah 33:3; Daniel 2:22; John 14:14; Luke 8:17; Amos 3:7; Ecclesiastes 

12:14; Colossians 1:16; 2 Corinthians 4:18; Ezekiel 2:7; John 8:44; Jeremiah 16:19; Amos 2:4; 

Job 36:4; Proverbs 1:7; Proverbs 2:2-5; Hosea 4:6; John 8:32; 2 Thessalonians 2:10-11 

 



Black Rock’s Polarity Dream 5-5-24@6:38AM & 9:23AM 

 

“The great black rock is losing its magnetism little daughter that helps hold the things of your 

world in its proper place. What happens when something is laid on a surface and when its 

reversed or turned over from its original position? Things once safely held begin to fall out of 

their places. This is what you saw in your dream. In the dream you were given throughout your 

night’s dream cycle., not once but twice. First when you awoke early at 6:38Am and again now 

at 9:20AM when I woke you up with it again after you labored on the website past 3:00AM.” 

 

“Yes, Jesus Christ my love I did dream again about the big, black rock mountain I call it that sits 

hidden away in the North Pole region. It’s the true magnetic north location and not the 

geographic north pole center as other call them. In this dream I again saw the shiny black, tall 

magnetic rock that although is surrounded by swirling churning water it’s no longer visible due 

to the ice chunks and snow covering the land masses that surround it. The enemies of our world 

don’t want this seen. The massive black rock is magnetized as You showed me in this first dream 

a few months ago in February earlier this year. Our earth is not formed or shaped as we have 

been told. In this dream you gave me the ability to see the actual magnetic field that it 

possesses…its power.  

 

I was standing before the great black rock once again and around it I could see a glowing light. I 

knew this was its magnetic field. You have made the invisible thing visible for my eyes to 

behold. Then it started glowing brightly. “What's happening,” I asked? I perceived it's like other 

lights that glow brighter moments before they burn out. 

 

I watched as the outer glow of the light began to take on a reddish tint to it that formed near the 

top north, flat-like peak of this tall black mountain. “Is it still magnetic?” I had asked. Suddenly, 

as in my prior dream giant paper clips came flying in the air to stick to it showing me it was still 

magnetized. But then some of ones that had gathered near the top where the red-like glow was 

centralized began to fall down no longer held by the once powerful magnetic pull from the black, 

majestic rock. 

 

“What’s happening?” I had asked. “Watch,” I heard from the sky. As the red glow began to travel 

down the rock the paper clips began to fall away. The rock is losing its magnetic polarization I 

understood. But then Jesus Christ my love the reddish glow began traveling down the rock. As it 

did, paper clips began falling away but instead of falling straight down they formed a line to the 

right of it. 

 

In this dream I had asked what’s happening, but then I understood that as the rock loses polarity, 

its magnetism affects everything in our world. I was able to see how the great black rock reached 

down into the earth’s underbelly but not into hell’s location. Again, I can see the earth isn’t 

formed as our world is led to believe nor is our firmament only the Heavens of our world. It’s the 

base that forms the globe, the roundness of our world so it’s not just a dome either. Although that 

in some ways might be a better description of the Heaven part of all I have seen. 



 

I watched as the red glow from the magnetic rock, its magnetic power is all pulled to the right. 

This I knew was being done over a period of time, but now it was also entering the part of the 

rock that’s buried inside the earth’s belly. Jesus Christ, I had asked you what happens when it 

fully reaches the bottom of the buried part of the black rock? I heard from the sky again and I 

recognized Your voice say these words. 

 

“Your world calls it a polar flip of the magnetic poles of your earth. It is the southern part of My 

great rock that projects out in normal circumstances the polarized south pole. Great is the 

strength of My black rock that has stabilized your world, the earth inside the firmament by 

Father’s command. This flipping or reversal as it is also called also accompanies the 

announcement of My Great Day and will play a part of all I have called forth as judgment’s hand 

falls.” 

 

I had asked You, “What does that mean?” You had responded, for I hear and see it as if I was 

dreaming it all once again, “What happens when you flip something over? Things fall!” Then I 

had seen You from Your chest down holding our earth in Your hand. I knew it was You because I 

could see the nail-scarred print near your wrist. 

 

You took our world which is inside the globe-shaped firmament and turned it over and things 

began falling to its top. The You turned it back into the upright position and these things began 

falling back to the round surface below. (I don’t mean round as a rounded top.) In addition, the 

stars in the Heavens began dislodging and falling to the earth below too. 

 

“Judgment’s hand is accomplished by many means,” You said. “This earth and the Heavens, this 

firmament I hold in My hand shall feel My wrath soon. I shall shake this world and it shall reel 

and rock on the very pillars I established by Father’s command that holds it stationary in its 

place.” 

 

I remember it all Jesus Christ. Then I awoke. This is when You began talking to me as I prayed, 

questioned, and tried this dream to confirm it was from You. Jesus Christ, the world’s people 

don’t want to hear they have been lied to by the governments and world leaders that were elected 

or put into place that are supposed to be working for us and not against us. Even many of Your 

own children will reject these dreams unless You open their eyes and ears to Your truth. 

 

Like You led me to do. I began praying for Your truth of things to be revealed to Me so I 

wouldn’t be deceived. I don’t want to come in agreement with any form of deception no matter 

where or what it is from and allow lucifer, satan, the kingdom of darkness legal access to my life. 

I stood on Your Holy infallible Word like Luke 8:17 and Jeremiah 33:3. When I prayed, I asked 

You to help me understand what I was seeing. You led me to search out the old meaning, the 

original and archaic meanings of many words by internet and books. The word firmament for 

example originally meant “foundation; base.” 

 



“But little daughter, you were willing to allow My Holy Spirit to lead you to the truth. If you had 

not of decided to continue even though you struggled at first on how the firmament I called 

Heaven, that Father called Heaven could also be the whole circular globe holding your earth 

inside. You would still be in a valley of decision asking yourself is this real or not. I have shown 

you repeatedly the obvious answer most times is not the truthful one. Now you understand the 

importance of My great black rock your world leaders and antichrist system continually try to 

hide its existence.  

 

The reversal of the poles on the magnetized black rock is by My command. Although your 

scientists and government facilities such as NASA shall send forth their plausible reasons of why 

these things are occurring, those behind them know it is Me! I do My Father’s bidding and speak 

by His commands. 

 

I use the earth’s elements and nature’s forces combined with man’s inferior weapons and devices 

taking control out of their hands by one single command. All these things contribute and are a 

part of My Great Day that has come to your world. Ushered in and continuing being a part of all 

that is written and spoken in My Holy Scripture of Truth and by My sons and daughters, My 

servants and prophets both the old and the new. 

 

Now is the time daughter to warn and reveal of My black magnetized rock’s existence because it 

will be fully demagnetized shortly and re-magnetized with its polarities reversed. Woe has come 

to your world daughter. Woe has come. My children are enduring trials and tribulations, purging 

like never before, but My time of anger and wrath, those who are ready in Me, whose garments 

they are keeping white shall not be made to endure these times. These make up My holy bride. 

These I’m taking with Me and this time is now. 

 

Verses 

 

Romans 1:20; Jeremiah 33:3; Luke 8:17; Isaiah 24:16-33; 1 Samuel 2:18; John 8:32; Exodus 

34:6; Deuteronomy 32:4; Psalms 25:2; 10; 33:4; 57:3; 75:2-4; 111:7-8 

 

Please pray about all this in Jesus Christ’s mighty Name and try/discern the spirits according to 1 

John 4:1-3; 13-15 & 1 Corinthians 12:3. 

 

Vicki Goforth Parnell 

 



 



 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 



 
 

I apologized for the handwriting. These were my notes I thought I would never be sharing.  


